Host Klord says:
Prologue: Hayden is in position to set up the last series of satellites after which the shield will be brought on line
Host Klord says:
<<<Resume mission>>>
CSO_Lys says:
::on the bridge at SCI1, wondering how many times they will get sent on these satellite missions::
CEO_Ivanova says:
::in cargo bay:: SP_Hendrick: Does this look are right?
AMB_Malevolent says:
::continues to watch the view screen while keeping an eye on the Hayden's bridge crew::
Host XO_Skye says:
::Sitting in the center seat looking over a report on the progress of the system installation.::
OPS_Lys says:
::Enters the bridge and takes over her station::
AMB_Malevolent says:
XO: Commander, how much longer until the rest of the system is set up?
CTO_Lenard says:
:: exiting the shuttlecraft, taking my first steps in my new assignment ::
CEO_Ivanova says:
*XO*: Ready to begin the launch sequence.
CSO_Lys says:
::checks the latest sensor reports on the flare activity::
Host XO_Skye says:
*CEO*: Unless I'm mistaken, we're already into the launch sequence.......At least this report in my hand says we have.
OPS_Lys says:
::Entering her codes, takes a look at the progress of the satellites.::
CEO_Ivanova says:
*XO*: Yes ma'am.
CTO_Lenard says:
Computer: Locate Commander Skye.
CSO_Lys says:
::feels a familiar presence, looks up to see his wife has arrived.  Smiles::
Spc_Hendricks says:
CEO: Yeah, this one's ready.  The next isn't configured properly though.  ::bends over the satellite to modify settings::
Krad_Blake says:
@::on the planet walking around trying to find out what’s going on::
Host XO_Skye says:
Amb: Approximately fifteen minutes until set up is done.  Working out the bugs could be another story.
CEO_Ivanova says:
::looks at the spc: spc_hendricks: so is it safe to launch now?
OPS_Lys says:
::Notes the time of 24 hours to go and contemplates a moment of some R&R with her husband.  Looks up to see him smiling at her;::
Host AFCO_Speedy says:
<Computer> the XO is on the bridge
Spc_Hendricks says:
::nods to the CEO::
CEO_Ivanova says:
SPC: I can launch it then.
AMB_Malevolent says:
::moves to the XO's chair and sits again:: XO: Commander, we really need to get them powered up soon. :;turns to look for Hendricks::
CTO_Lenard says:
:: with a luggage bag over his shoulder, Lenard heads for the bridge ::
CEO_Ivanova says:
*AFLC*:/spc Launch one probe. SPC: I want you to look at the next system.
Spc_Hendricks says:
CEO: Yes Ens, you can launch it.  ::sighs..."It's worse the witch"::
Host XO_Skye says:
Amb: I plan on it.  Trust me, the sooner the better.
CEO_Ivanova says:
SPC: Who are you talking about?
Host AFCO_Speedy says:
*CEO* Launching probe # 37 Aye sir:: punches up the commands and launches::
AMB_Malevolent says:
XO: I don't see my assistant. Could you find out where he is? ::grits her teeth:: Please?
Host AFCO_Speedy (Torpedo.wav)
Spc_Hendricks says:
CEO: Never mind.  Here look, this is set for the wrong distance, it needs to be 10k km.
Host AFCO_Speedy says:
*CEO* Probe away
CEO_Ivanova says:
SPC: I see. ::Sets the probe to 10km::
CSO_Lys says:
::sitting back in his chair, he picks up a padd with miscellaneous paperwork on it, the joys of being a department head::
CEO_Ivanova says:
SPC: Were you talking about the ambassador.
CEO_Ivanova says:
SPC: and is it safe now?
CTO_Lenard says:
:: steps out onto the bridge, giving his tactical position an anxious look ::
CSO_Lys says:
::notices that Susanna is up for review::
CEO_Ivanova says:
SPC: Is it safe to launch?
CTO_Lenard says:
XO: Commander Skye?
Host XO_Skye says:
::Turns around seeing a new face in gold.:: CTO: That would be me.  What can I do for you?
AMB_Malevolent says:
XO: Commander, my assistant?
OPS_Lys says:
::Notes a new crewmember has been added to her roster, but not checked in yet.  Does a quick check for quarters for him.::
CSO_Lys says:
::looks up for a moment at the newbie on the bridge, then returns to his paperwork::
CTO_Lenard says:
XO: Ensign Kal Lenard, reporting for duty.
Host XO_Skye says:
Amb: Just one moment.
CEO_Ivanova says:
::waiting for the satellite::
Host XO_Skye says:
*Hendricks*: The Ambassador is asking for your assistance.  Please report to the bridge.
AMB_Malevolent says:
::drums her fingers on the arm of the chair:: XO: Commander, I need to find out where he is....:: glares at the CTO for interrupting::
Spc_Hendricks says:
CEO: Ensign, I'm sure you know your ship's systems better than I.  We've been over the timing charts, and as long as the settings are correct, you can launch on schedule.  There's no need to check with me on each one.
CSO_Lys says:
::sends a message over to his wife  "Susanna Parli is up for promotion... think she will like being a CPO?"::
Krad_Blake says:
@COM: Hayden: this is Krad Blake what’s happing with the solar were are having some trouble down here.
Host XO_Skye says:
CTO: Excellent.  Go ahead and take Tactical, though right now everything's quiet.
CTO_Lenard says:
:: realizes that in his excitement, he didn't take the time freshen up before making the first impression. Hoping the Commander doesn't mind a little five-o'clock shadow ::
CEO_Ivanova says:
::turns to the spc:: SPC/aflco_Speedy; Launch the probe. And how many probes left Hendricks?
CTO_Lenard says:
XO: If nothing's pressing at the moment, should I go ahead and check in with Ops and Medical?
OPS_Lys says:
::Reads the message and considers before replying.  "Yes, I believe she would be very happy"::
Spc_Hendricks says:
CEO: 3 left.  And I've verified their settings.
Krad_Blake says:
@COM: Hayden: this is Krad Blake do you read over.
CEO_Ivanova says:
SPC: Safe to launch right?
Host XO_Skye says:
CTO: Not a problem.
Krad_Blake says:
@Self:: not good I cant get a hold of the Hayden darn::
CSO_Lys says:
::reads the message from his wife and nods::  *PO Parli*: Susanna, do you have a moment.
AMB_Malevolent says:
::continues to drum her fingers on the chair wondering why Hendricks is taking so long to get there::
Spc_Hendricks says:
CEO: As I said before, as long as the settings are correct, you can launch according to the timetables I gave you Ensign, really I shouldn't have to hold your hand through this, it's a relatively simple procedure.
Krad_Blake says:
@::can some find out why I cant get a hold of the Hayden please and thank you::
CEO_Ivanova says:
SPC: I just don’t want to upset the ambassador I know how they can be. *AFLC*: Launch the probe.
Krad_Blake says:
@COM:Hayden: this is Krad Blake do you read me over.
Host XO_Skye says:
@COM: Blake: This is Samantha Skye of the USS Hayden.  Go ahead.
Spc_Hendricks says:
CEO: Oh, nothing you can do to keep from upsetting her, but I'm the one who has to worry about that.
CTO_Lenard says:
OPS: Excuse me, sir.
Krad_Blake says:
@COM: Hayden: were still having trouble down here how long till the solar flare passes by I had a hard time getting contact with you.
Host AFCO_Speedy says:
*CEO* probe # 38 on the way
CEO_Ivanova says:
*AFCO*: Launch the second probe.
Host AFCO_Speedy (Torpedo.wav)
CSO_Lys says:
<PO Parli>  ::while going over the latest data on the flares::  *CSO*: Yes sir.
OPS_Lys says:
::Looks up::  CTO:  Yes?
Host XO_Skye says:
COM: Blake: We'll be done in approximately ten minutes.......Hopefully we'll get them running not long after.
CTO_Lenard says:
OPS: Greetings. If you're not busy, mind checking me in?
OPS_Lys says:
CTO:  Check in?  Your name please.
CSO_Lys says:
*PO Parli*: Susanna, I just wanted to take a second to let you know how happy I've been with your work since I took over the Science department.  You have been a great assistant.
CTO_Lenard says:
OPS: Kal Lenard.
Krad_Blake says:
@COM: Hayden thanks I will try and keep my people calm down here.
Host AFCO_Speedy says:
*CEO* Aye... launching 39 and 40 now
Host AFCO_Speedy (Torpedo.wav)
OPS_Lys says:
CTO:  Ahhh... you are my missing crew member.  ::Reaches down and grabs one of the many padds that are near at hand and quickly downloads the information.::
Host AFCO_Speedy (Torpedo.wav)
AMB_Malevolent says:
XO: I've have enough of this! :;stands:: I'll be in the cargo bay. ::stomps off to the turbo lift::
Host AFCO_Speedy says:
*CEO* Final probes launched
CEO_Ivanova says:
SPC: I might be able to get you a transfer to Starfleet if something goes wrong.
OPS_Lys says:
CTO:  Welcome aboard.  ::Hands him the padd::  This has your assignment along with the various others information about this ship.
CSO_Lys says:
<PO Parli> ::a bit surprised at his comments, but very grateful::  *CSO*: Thank you, Talan.
AMB_Malevolent says:
Computer: Cargobay.
Host XO_Skye says:
Amb: If that's what you wish.
CEO_Ivanova says:
*AFLC*: Good work ensign.
CSO_Lys says:
::looks up at the XO and smiles, seems she finally found a way to get rid of the Amb::
CEO_Ivanova says:
::goes over to the turbo lift::
CEO_Ivanova says:
Computer: Bridge:
Krad_Blake says:
@ALL:: people calm down now look the ship in orbit is helping us now please stay calm thank::
Host AFCO_Speedy says:
*CEO* That’s Lt. ... Ens. ::grins::
CEO_Ivanova says:
::arrives at the bridge. *AFCO*: Sorry sir.
CEO_Ivanova says:
::goes and takes the eo1::
CTO_Lenard says:
OPS: Thank you.
Spc_Hendricks says:
::walks out of the cargo bay and heads for the bridge, along the same path as the Ambassador is doing the opposite::
Host XO_Skye says:
::Casts a half smile at the CSO.::
CSO_Lys says:
*PO Parli*: I also wanted to let you know that I have put you in for a promotion.  Assuming Captain Cutter approves it, which I am sure he will, you will be Chief Petty Officer Parli soon.
OPS_Lys says:
CTO:  Your welcome.  After you drop your items off, you should report to sickbay.
AMB_Malevolent says:
::enters the cargo bay:: 
CSO_Lys says:
<PO Parli>  ::now she is really stunned:: *CSO*: Talan, I really don't know what to say.
CTO_Lenard says:
XO: Anything before I go to Sickbay, sir?
Host XO_Skye says:
CTO: Nothing at the moment.  Check in with me when you're done.
CSO_Lys says:
*PO Parli*: You don't have to say anything, you earned it.
OPS_Lys says:
::Watches the new CTO curiously::
CSO_Lys says:
::closes the channel then walks over towards OPS::
Krad_Blake says:
@::runs around working hard to fix things and stuff::
AMB_Malevolent says:
::searches for her assistant:: Self: Dang! Where is that lazy good for nothing son of a denebian slime devil?
CEO_Ivanova says:
XO: Anything happen when I want on the bridge, ma'am.
CSO_Lys says:
OPS: I think she was really surprised.
Spc_Hendricks says:
::comes around the corner of some crates of equipment:  AMB: Deployment is complete, everything went as scheduled.
OPS_Lys says:
CSO:  Surprises are good...  ::Looks up with a smile::  But I think it made you just as happy.
Host XO_Skye says:
CEO: Nothing of note......What is the status of the deployment?
CSO_Lys says:
::realizes he is smiling::  OPS: Yes, I think you are right.  It's the first time I ever had a chance to basically promote someone.
AMB_Malevolent says:
Hendricks: About time. Where have you been? We have to get the codes uploaded to the system. ::looks at his hands:: So where are the data padds?
OPS_Lys says:
CSO:  Perhaps you should do it more often.
CEO_Ivanova says:
XO: Launched all the sats ma'am.
CSO_Lys says:
::hears a beep from his console and rushes back over to check it out::
Host XO_Skye says:
CEO: Initialize the system.
OPS_Lys says:
::Curious to what has caught his attention::
CSO_Lys says:
XO: Sam, I'm reading a large tidal wave heading towards a dense costal center of population.
CEO_Ivanova says:
*XO*: I ma'am. ::initializes the system::
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: How long until impact?
Spc_Hendricks says:
::smacks his forehead:: Amb: I left them back at the launch station.  ::turns around and heads back to get them::
CTO_Lenard says:
:: enters the turbo lift from the bridge :: Computer : Deck Five.
AMB_Malevolent says:
::rolls her eyes:: Self: Incompetent fool!
CSO_Lys says:
::looks up:: XO: Only 15 minutes.
CEO_Ivanova says:
*AMB*: I need your codes to initialize the system.
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: Let's inform the planet first......Anything that we can do to lessen the impact?
Spc_Hendricks says:
Self: If she wasn't on my back every two seconds I'd probably remember these things.  ::finds the PADDs and returns to the AMB with them::
CSO_Lys says:
::sends the information to Coreena::  XO: Maybe we can dissipate it, let me run a few simulations.  And yes, I'll be quick about it.
OPS_Lys says:
::Getting the information, relays it to the planet authorities::
CSO_Lys says:
::turns and immerses himself in the console, his fingers flying as he enters the data::
Host XO_Skye says:
::Were it not for the situation, she'd chuckle.......She must have been working with Lys way too long.::
CEO_Ivanova says:
::uses internal comms:: AMB: We need you at the bridge for the initialization codes.
CSO_Lys says:
::runs a simulation using the tractor beam to reduce the power of the tidal wave::
Krad_Blake says:
@COM: Hayden: things are getting out of hand I tried to calm them down but I guess the will not listen I am need some Sec down here my personal Sec cant handle it please help.
CTO_Lenard says:
:: enters Sickbay :: All : I'm looking for Doctor Bishop.
Host XO_Skye says:
COM: Blake: We're working on it now......We're getting ready to initialize it.
AMB_Malevolent says:
Hendricks: Get a hold of that engineering fellow and find out if he's balanced the constrictors and recalibrated the magnetic compensators. I don't want to have this blow up in our faces.
Spc_Hendricks says:
AMB:  Here's the PADD with the codes on it.  ::sorts through the stack and hands it to her::
CEO_Ivanova says:
::checks the computer for the location of the ambassador and sends comm to cargo bay::  AMB:  Amb. we malevolent we need your codes
Krad_Blake says:
@COM: Hayden: thank you.
AMB_Malevolent says:
:;takes the padd and looks it over::
Host XO_Skye says:
*AMB*: We need to get your codes to initialize the system.  We need them, as soon as possible.
CMO_Bishop says:
<Manning>CTO: She's over there in her....::blinks:: Office.... ::can see her asleep on her desk::
CSO_Lys says:
XO: Looks like we can use the tractor beam to minimize the impact, but we won't be able to complete dissipate it.
CMO_Bishop says:
<Manning>CTO: I'll get her for you....::quickly moves into the cubicle::
Spc_Hendricks says:
*CEO*: Ensign, have the constrictors been balanced, and the magnetic compensators been recalibrated?
CEO_Ivanova says:
*SPC*: I will look
CTO_Lenard says:
:: frowns at the sight of the drowsy doctor ::
CMO_Bishop says:
<Manning>::in a hissed whisper:: CMO: Doctor...... ::louder:: Doctor!
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: Go ahead and do it.  OPS: Coreena, Inform the planet about our measures.
CEO_Ivanova says:
::Checks to see if the magnetic constrictors balanced::
OPS_Lys says:
XO:  Yes Ma'am.
Krad_Blake says:
@People:: Yells every one calm down nooooooowwww::
CSO_Lys says:
::nods and locks the tractor beam into the program he just created::  XO: Executing now.
OPS_Lys says:
::Sends the planet the communication of their intent and to prepare.::
CSO_Lys (Tractor Beam.wav)
AMB_Malevolent says:
::remembers the commbadge she stuck in her pocket as it beeps::
CMO_Bishop says:
::moans and motions with her arm:: Manning: Not now darling, mommy's doing a bioscan....
AMB_Malevolent says:
::pulls it out as the XO finishes::*XO*: What was that Commander? Your voice was muffled.
CEO_Ivanova says:
*AMB*: It will take a at least a hour ma'am
CMO_Bishop says:
<Manning>::stifles a laugh:: CMO: Doctor Bishop... there's someone here to see you....
CSO_Lys says:
XO: Looks good so far, let me run another scan.  ::checks on the tidal wave::
Host XO_Skye says:
*AMB*: We need your codes to initialize the system.
CMO_Bishop says:
::jumps:: Manning: Huh? Wha...??
Krad_Blake says:
@::calls in the army to calm things down::
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: Excellent......How much has it dissipated?
CMO_Bishop says:
::blinks and looks out seeing the CTO:: Manning: Uhh... okay... send them right in...
CTO_Lenard says:
:: hoping he's never critically injured on THIS ship ::
CSO_Lys says:
XO: Roughly 60%... and I don't think we can repeat the procedure without causing more problems than we would solve.  
AMB_Malevolent says:
*XO*: Ah I see. Well until you have everything in balance which is going to take some time, I'll just hang onto the codes.
CMO_Bishop says:
<Manning>::comes out of the office:: CTO: She'll see you now.....
Krad_Blake says:
@army: keep the people calm this is getting out of hand.
Host XO_Skye says:
::Nods:: CSO: Understood.  OPS: Inform the planet of that, please.
OPS_Lys says:
@COMM:  Blake:  Dissipation by 60% only.
CTO_Lenard says:
:: gives a weak smile to the medic, then sets luggage bag outside the office door and enters ::
CEO_Ivanova says:
*AMB*: It will take a hour to realign.
CSO_Lys says:
XO: I hope they can evacuate in time.
CMO_Bishop says:
<Manning> ::motions the CTO inside:: CTO: She might be a little disoriented.... being this close to her due date would do that to a woman
Krad_Blake says:
@COM: look good but its too late every is going mad down here I had to call in the army this is getting out of hand.
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: Let's hope so.
CSO_Lys says:
XO: Maybe we should beam up those in the way?
AMB_Malevolent says:
*CEO*:Understood. Just don't try sending any impulses to the satellites until I tell you, understood?
CTO_Lenard says:
:: tries to stifle his surprise at seeing the most pregnant woman in the galaxy ::
OPS_Lys says:
XO:  Commander, he called in the military to help.  Shall we relocate some people with the transporter?
CTO_Lenard says:
CMO: Umm.. hello.
CEO_Ivanova says:
*MB*: Understood. I am with the corp. of engineer's ma’am.
Host XO_Skye says:
OPS: Excellent Idea, Coreena.  Check with the planet......if they okay it, please do.
CMO_Bishop says:
::scrambles around her desk and collects a tricorder and a hypo spray and shoves them into her lab coat pocket as she eases her huge belly up out of the chair:: CTO: Hello... Ensign... is it?
AMB_Malevolent says:
Hendricks: Let's get back up there and help with the reconfigurations.
OPS_Lys says:
@COMM: Blake:  It is limited in total numbers, but with your permission I can use the transporter to relocate as many people as possible.
CEO_Ivanova says:
::works on the reconfigurations;:
CTO_Lenard says:
CMO: That is my rank, yes. My name is Kal.
Spc_Hendricks says:
AMB: The way she was asking me every step of the way if it was ok to proceed, you wouldn't know it.  ::mutters::
Spc_Hendricks says:
AMB: Yes ma'am.
CEO_Ivanova says:
XO: I hope spc_hendricks makes out of this alive ma'am. Maybe we can get him a transfer to Starfleet.
AMB_Malevolent says:
::pushes past Hendricks to the doors::
Krad_Blake says:
@COM: please do it I will do any thing to save my people.
Host XO_Skye says:
CEO: That would be his call......not ours.
Spc_Hendricks says:
::follows the AMB shaking his head::
OPS_Lys says:
COMM:  Blake:  Understood.  Transporting to highest level that will not be affected.
AMB_Malevolent says:
Hendricks: I see that mister! ::enters the lift:: Get in!
CSO_Lys says:
OPS: I have the impact projections ::sends the data over::
OPS_Lys says:
::running her hands along the console, locks on to major life forms and initiates transport::
CMO_Bishop says:
::extends her hand and smiles:: CTO: Dr. Jerlia Bishop... I take it you're new crew then?
Krad_Blake says:
@COM: understood.
OPS_Lys says:
::nods to her husband as she relays the information to the governor.::
AMB_Malevolent says:
Computer: Bridge and make it snappy!
CTO_Lenard says:
:: accepts the warm greeting :: CMO : Yes sir. I'm the new Chief Tactical Officer.
OPS_Lys says:
::In large groups, with no warning, she transports various people and in some cases, animals.::
CSO_Lys says:
::watches the approach of the wave::  Bridge: Impact in 4 minutes
OPS_Lys says:
::coordinating the other transporter, starts it::
Host XO_Skye says:
::Gets an itch in the middle of her back and tries to rub her back against the chair to scratch it.::
CMO_Bishop says:
::in her thick British accent:: CTO: Ahh, then right this way... nothing like a physical to welcome you aboard...
OPS_Lys says:
::hearing her husband, keeps up the transport at maximum numbers.::
Spc_Hendricks says:
::she even yells at the turbo lifts...I don't feel so bad::
CEO_Ivanova says:
*SPC_Hendriks*: Do you need anything from engineering.
AMB_Malevolent says:
::arrives on the bridge dragging Hendricks with her:: XO: Ok we need an update.
Host XO_Skye says:
CEO: Give the Ambassador an update.
CTO_Lenard says:
:: follows Bishop out of her office to one of the beds ::
CEO_Ivanova says:
AMB: it will probably be 45 minutes not ma'am.
CSO_Lys says:
Bridge: 2 minutes, the wave is hitting the shallows now and the wall is forming.
AMB_Malevolent says:
CEO: Tell Hendricks here when you're ready.
Spc_Hendricks says:
::answers the CEO in person::  CEO: Just the initial calibrations of the systems I mentioned.
OPS_Lys says:
::As she works backwards, heading away from the wave, she plans for a few more minutes of time to save a few more groups.::
CMO_Bishop says:
::sidles past Manning who makes a snoring noise as she passes:: CTO: So...::shoots Manning a glare as he scurries off::....anything unusual to report? Or will this be your typical run of the mill physical?
Host AFCO_Speedy says:
Action: when the CTO casually sets his hand down on the table he fails to see the hypo laying there and it injects him with a powerful dose of speed
CEO_Ivanova says:
AMB: Just the initial calibrations that Hendricks told me about.
CSO_Lys says:
::activate the main view screen and shows the tidal wave::
Host XO_Skye says:
::Looks up at the screen.:: CSO: How many people left there.
OPS_Lys says:
::calculating in her head, her fingers quickly relay the messages to her console::
Host XO_Skye says:
::The itch gets worse....she moves her back a little more so that she can rid herself of the itch.::
CTO_Lenard says:
CMO: Well, actually......
CSO_Lys says:
::checks the scans:: XO: 95% are out of the impact area, that leave 4000
CTO_Lenard says:
:: starts to feel a wee bit funny ::
CSO_Lys says:
::watches as the wave impacts the coast::  
Host XO_Skye says:
OPS: Continue beaming until impact.
AMB_Malevolent says:
::points to the XO:: Hendricks: Take care of that will you? It's very distracting.
CTO_Lenard says:
CMO: I suddenly... feel the urge to...
Krad_Blake says:
@::calm down people hey put that grenade down noooo::
CTO_Lenard says:
:: stands up on the examination table ::
Host AFCO_Speedy says:
Action: the waves rolls over the coast knocking down everything in it's path
Spc_Hendricks says:
::looks confused at the AMB::  AMB: Take care of what ma'am?
CMO_Bishop says:
::looks at the CTO oddly:: CTO: Well no, you wouldn't need to do that..... it's lying down it's meant for...
Krad_Blake says:
@::what’s that nooo::
OPS_Lys says:
::Continues beaming, grabbing people from water now.::
CMO_Bishop says:
:;sighs:: CTO: Dear me... you really haven't had a physical before have you??
AMB_Malevolent says:
:;shakes her finger at the XO:: Hendricks: Whatever that woman is doing....see to it.
CTO_Lenard says:
There once was a Gorn named Jikoris, who played with a Terran's...
CTO_Lenard says:
:: slips and hits head on back of table ::
Host XO_Skye says:
::Watching the Ambassador shaking her finger at her.:: Amb: I'm right here........You don't need to speak of me like that.
CMO_Bishop says:
::gasps:: CTO: Ensign Lenard!
CMO_Bishop says:
::pales:: Manning: Vince!! ::rushes to help the CTO::
OPS_Lys says:
::Searching for life forms now.::
CTO_Lenard says:
:: goes into a Will Riker dream sequence... it should last about an hour (give or take commercials ) ::
Spc_Hendricks says:
AMB: Pardon me ma'am, but I am a scientist, not a chiropractor.  My job is to oversee this installation, not be a masseuse for the ship's crew.  ::indignant::
CSO_Lys says:
Bridge: The flood waters are reaching their crest now.  The water will start pulling back to the ocean.
AMB_Malevolent says:
XO: Commander, let Hendricks take care of that for you.
CEO_Ivanova says:
AMB: May I remind you that she is a Starfleet commander.
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: How many life signs left down there?
AMB_Malevolent says:
:;pushes Hendricks in the XO's direction.::
OPS_Lys says:
::starts to feel pressure building in the back of her head as keeps the intensity level high::
Krad_Blake says:
@::falls to the ground as the waive passes by and gets thrown around a bit::
CMO_Bishop says:
<Manning>CMO: What happened doctor? ::strains to heave the CTO onto the biobed::
CSO_Lys says:
::scans and his face goes white for a moment:: XO: 1403 
AMB_Malevolent says:
::glares at the CEO::CEO: Down little lady. Finish your work.
Host XO_Skye says:
::Looks back at the Ambassador realizing what she is talking about....... Hendricks: That's not necessary.
Krad_Blake says:
@::hits the emergency button::
OPS_Lys says:
::Finding it harder to find living life forms among the debris::
Krad_Blake says:
@:: and passes out::
Spc_Hendricks says:
::whirls on the AMB::  AMB: Ok that does it, when this stint is over, I'm done, I'm through.  Just you try and get a new assistant, everyone in the consulate knows about you, and there isn't a single scientist who's going to go through this!  ::storms off to the other corner of the bridge::
CMO_Bishop says:
Manning: You left out that hypo of Cryptobiolin, that's what happened! Now this poor guy's got a concussion..:: scans the CTO::
Host XO_Skye says:
::Hearing Lys's words, sits back in her chair quietly.:: OPS: Beam the survivors in dangerous areas out still.
CTO_Lenard says:
:: has memory of playing the trombone for a hot dark-haired betazoid ::
CSO_Lys says:
::looks up:: XO: I think we have already gotten all those that are still alive  ::lets the words trail off::
CTO_Lenard says:
:: suddenly, a bearded Terran steps in ::
OPS_Lys says:
::Fully engaged, does not hear the XO::
CTO_Lenard says:
Terran: Hey! This is my memory!
CMO_Bishop says:
::blinks at the goofy look on the CTO's face::
CTO_Lenard says:
<Riker> CTO: No it's not! You stole one of the few times I ever did anything more than nod and wuss out!
CMO_Bishop says:
<Manning>::smirks:: CMO: Well he really doesn't look like he's in that much pain now does he?
Host XO_Skye says:
CSO: I'll be in the Ready Room...... You have the Bridge.
Krad_Blake says:
@COM: Hayden please hellllllllllp::
AMB_Malevolent says:
::walks over to Hendricks and grabs his shirt:: Hendricks: Why you little ungrateful boy toy. If it wasn't for me, you'd still be the general's underling.
OPS_Lys says:
::The process slows as their are fewer and fewer life forms.  A frown appears on her forehead and the headache increases.::
CSO_Lys says:
::nods::
CTO_Lenard says:
Riker: Oh. Sorry.
OPS_Lys says:
::Looks up at the cry::  COMM:  Blake: Sir?
CTO_Lenard says:
:: starts to wake up ::
Spc_Hendricks says:
AMB: After you, I might just go and ask for my old job back!
Host XO_Skye says:
::Heads into the Ready room. A moment or two later.:: *OPS*: Open a channel to the planet for me, Please.
CTO_Lenard says:
:: gives the hot Betazoid a last look ::
CTO_Lenard says:
:: now wakes up ::
CTO_Lenard says:
:: looks around Sickbay, sees two figures standing over him ::
CSO_Lys says:
::noticing his wife is still busy, he takes care of it:: *XO*: Open Commander.
CSO_Lys says:
::walks over to OPS::
Krad_Blake says:
@::falls to the ground::
CTO_Lenard says:
ALL: Auntie Em? Uncle Henry?
CMO_Bishop says:
::scans the CTO:: Manning: If I find that hypo on or even NEAR a biobed ever again, I'm putting you in the brig... got it?
AMB_Malevolent says:
Hendricks: No one would have you! ::shoves him back against the bulkhead::
Spc_Hendricks says:
::mutters under his breath::  Better no one than you.
OPS_Lys says:
::looking confused turns to her husband::  CSO:  He called for help but does not respond.  What shall I do?
Host XO_Skye says:
COM: Blake: This is Commander Skye.......We have done everything possible for those in the track of the tidal wave......We're now trying to get the network up and running.  I am........very sorry for your losses.
CSO_Lys says:
OPS: Can you get a lock?
Host AFCO_Speedy says:
Action: the CTO sees a small black dog growling and pulling on his pants leg
OPS_Lys says:
CSO:  I think so...
CTO_Lenard says:
CMO: Hey, I'm the guy that brigs people and puts them in for a good... uhhh... I mean...
CEO_Ivanova says:
XO: You think we should get a security team for Hendricks ma'am. I heard something about what the amb did to previous aids ma'am
CSO_Lys says:
OPS: Then beam him to safety with his people.  They will need his leadership.
CMO_Bishop says:
CTO: Excuse me, Ensign?
OPS_Lys says:
::Initiates a lock and beams him to join the rest of those she has beamed::
OPS_Lys says:
CSO:  Done.
AMB_Malevolent says:
::gets up close her face in front of Hendricks:: Hendricks: Oh how I love it when you get all hot and bothered. ::growls at him::
CTO_Lenard says:
:: yells :: HEY! Who let this beast in here?!
Host AFCO_Speedy says:
Action: the Governors screen goes blank as the wave crashes in on him
CSO_Lys says:
::walks down to the center of the bridge::  Bridge: A moment of silence please, for those that were just lost.
CTO_Lenard says:
:: reaching for phaser. pulls it out and shoots a hole into the nearby scanner ::
Spc_Hendricks says:
::shivers:: Self: Here she goes again...I hate this job.
Krad_Blake says:
@COM:: HHHHHHHHHHHhEELLLLLLLLLLLLLLLPPPPPPPP.
AMB_Malevolent says:
::turns as the CSO speaks::
OPS_Lys says:
::Continues as she still finds the occasional survivor.::
Host XO_Skye says:
*CEO*: As sad as it is it's none of our business.......If Hendricks wants help, he needs to ask for it.
CTO_Lenard says:
:: falls back to sleep ::
CEO_Ivanova says:
*XO*: Yes ma'am.
AMB_Malevolent says:
CEO: What's happening now?
CSO_Lys says:
::the moment over:: Bridge: Thank you.   CEO: Get a team together to offer what assistance we can for the damage.
CSO_Lys says:
OPS: Contact Sickbay, they may need medical help down there.  
Host AFCO_Speedy says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>


